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Buffalo Tales - Amsterdam
its a really good song but no tabs existed of it so i experimented a bit and
this 
is the closest i could come to the original song.
in the intro the guitarist of Buffalo Tales does a few hammer-ons and pull-offs
on 
the D-chord. Hope i helped. 
- Baue

Em= 022000                                                 D=000232
G6=320000                                                  C= 032010

Capo 4

Intro: Em           G6                 G6                D

Em           G6                 G6                D

I am walking blindly somewhere, caught in the arms of a war

Em           G6                 G6                D

Im a sucker for the fanfare, chaos , i adore

Em           G6                 G6                D

And the river runs wild, like the veins through the heart of a city

Em           G6                 G6                D

And every killer knows that the red light girls are so pretty

C             G6         G6     D

In Amsterdam, you can be such a beautifull mess 

C             G6                             G6                    D

In amsterdam if there is something that you gotta confess, do it come on and do
it in Amsterdam

Em           G6                 G6                D

Ohhhh ahh ohhhhh oohhh ahh ohhhh



Em           G6                 G6                D
The chance these words are broken, someone getting on his feet
Em           G6                 G6                D
Its the language thats unspoken, down at a coffeshop on the beat
Em           G6                 G6              D
Another table for two inside, yeah its wearing out our names
Em           G6                 G6                D
And every Joker knows, where theres fire there is flames

C             G6         G6     D
In Amsterdam, you can be such a beautiful mess 
C             G6                            G6                    D
In Amsterdam, if there is something that you gotta confess now do it. get right 
to it
C             G6                            G6                    D
If there is something that youll always regret, screw it , why do it
C             G6                            G6                    D
If there is something that you gotta confess now do it, just do it
C             G6                            G6                    D
If there is something that youll always regret. Screw it, why  do it!!!
C             G6                            G6                    D
If there is something that you gotta confess now do it. Just do it In Amsterdam
Em           G6                 G6                D
Ohhhhh ahhhh oohhhhhh      ohhhh ahhh ohhhhhhh

    D  Em(quick strumms)
       In Amsterdam


